Redkite Systems
Interfaces

Interfacing with other systems
Redkite Systems is aware that many of our customers have many ‘back-office’ and front line systems
that can benefit from an interchange of information with modules from Redkite Systems.
To facilitate this requirement our systems contain specialist customisable import and export interfaces
many of which can be automated, if required.
HR Systems
Using a combination of the import and export functions
available Redkite Systems can exchange information
with most HR systems. We are happy to discuss further
information exchange or integration, as required.

Personnel details import
Redkite Tracker can accept information held in a
standard .csv file for import into the Redkite Personnel
Development System.
As well as personal details the import handles changes
to location, status and role and can accommodate
personnel who have more than one role within your
organisation.

Training Courses
The Redkite Course Management System can create
courses and multiple instances of courses targeted at
generic or specific audiences from MS Excel or similar

Training Records

Equipment
Redkite Systems can convert data held in a number of
Equipment Management Systems.
Where information is converted, it is usually possible to
retain any bar code / RFID tagging in which you will have
previously invested. This can greatly reduce the time and
cost of moving into a new electronic recording system.

Test Results
Tests results can be imported into the Redkite AMS Core
module. This is ideal for PAT testing or where tests are
undertaken by external agencies such as insurance
companies.

Mobilisation - Equipment
Equipment availability can be exported to external
mobilisation systems.

Mobilisation - People
Redkite Tracker can be supplied with an interface to export
pre-defined skills to external systems.

Redkite Tracker can accept both historical and current
training records for staff who have undertaken training
and whose records have been updated in systems
other than Tracker.

The requirement was designed to interface to duty
management systems but the information can be
uploaded by any system.

Records can be imported from external e-learning
systems.

Tracker exports the current status of competence for each
pre-defined skill area. The file is modified after each skills
update on the Tracker system.

Import Templates
The structure for importing information into a Redkite
system is documented in the relevant User Guide.

Bar code readers
Most bar code readers with a web browser are supported.
Please check BEFORE purchasing.
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